HELLO!
I’m glad to meet you!

MILENA UGR

graphic designe

PROFILE
After 16 years in Graphic design I am
looking for a new opportunity. I
would love to join a dynamic creative
team. I like when the challenges
become beautiful pictures. Graphic
design and photography are my
passion and something to live for.
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http://mimspac
e.eu
+447 463 11

7 417

2 Wallace Cl,

SL7 1TY Marlow

mim@mimspac
e.eu

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIANCE
Senior Graphic Designer
Sirma Solutions | 2001-present
As a Senior Graphic Designer in a large software company I've been responsible for all
kind of graphic materials from brand design to application layout for the company's and
client's products of Sirma Group Holding. I’ve participated in discussions from the very
beginning of the most of the projects. My responsibilities for some of the projects were
to manage external contractors. In 2015, I was involved in all steps of development of
an image-processing application.

Freelance Photographer

16+ YEARS

professional designer

5 YEARS

design education

12 YEARS

photography passion

4 YEARS

university education

SKILLS
Brand
Print
Web

Globetrotter Magazine | 2008-2009
Globetrotter is the Bulgarian Volvo Trucks brand magazine. I had to create some
photo-stories and CVs for local articles. The shooting locations were across the
country, and I had to take photos of large tonnage trucks and earth moving
machinery.

UI/Mobile

Web Designer

PROFICIENCY

Photography
Retouch

M3 Communications Group, Inc. | 2000-2001
I started as a junior web designer and I learned a lot about HTML and CSS by working
on several web-sites for the company and for customers.

Everyday use
Highly proﬀesional
Verry skillfull
Know a lot

Post Print
Iktus Print | 1999
This job was my ﬁrst opportunity to apply in practice everything I had learned at
school. Iktus Print was a small print house which produced a lot of prints. I was
responsible for after-print ﬁnishing, but I also passed training in prepress and
everything related to the production process.

Photoshop

Illustrator

HTML5/CSS

Painting/Handwork

INTERESTS

EDUCATION
Bachelor’s Degree, Photography
New Bulgarian University, Soﬁa | 2015

High School Degree, Graphic Design
National Art High School "Dimitar Dobrovitch" - Sliven | 1999

Photography

Fine arts

Interrior design

I'll appreciate your kindly attention

